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Outline

•Part I:  Overview of the project – Zhijia Shen

•Part II: Technical Report – Charlene Chou & Emily Jantz

•Part III: Treasures Discovered – Prof. Boyue Yao & Zhijia
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Part I: Overview

•Introduction: project & team
•Overview and timeline
•Project collections
•Major achievements
•What we’ve learned and gained
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CLIR: Hidden Collections Program

• Council on Library and Information Resources 
(CLIR), funded by Mellon Foundation

• Cataloging Hidden Special Collections and 
Archives (2008-2014) 

• In 2015, CLIR launched Digitizing Hidden 
Special Collections and Archives : Enabling 
New Scholarship through Increasing Access of 
Unique Materials
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Project Overview

• A recipient of a 2013 CLIR grant, “Discovering Modern 
China” is an international collaboration between UW and 
UBC Libraries to make discoverable the hidden collections of 
Chinese language materials including rare books, special 
collections, archival materials, etc. printed from the Ming 
Dynasty (1368-1644) to the 20th century.

• Core project goals:  
• UW & UBC each create 1000 original cataloging records of 

Chinese special collections in OCLC WorldCat to make 
them discoverable to scholarly worldwide

• Searching through thousands of Chinese materials for 
hidden collections while copy cataloging many to make 
them accessible to users

• Reaching out to scholars and promoting project collection 
to encourage research and learning using this materials.
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UW CLIR Project Team

• Zhijia Shen, CLIR Project PI

• Charlene Chou, CLIR Technical Manager at UW 

• Emily Jantz, CLIR Chinese Cataloging Specialist 
& Student Team Leader

• Boyue Yao, CLIR Chinese Rare-book Librarian

• Karen Brooks, Financial and budget support

• Sheryl Stiefel, Advancement support
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Phase I : June to Dec. 2014
Hiring & training project staff and students

Phase II: Jan. to March 2015;
June 2015 to May 31, 2016 

Cataloguing and Processing; interim report

Phase III: June to August. 2016
Assessment & final report

1000 original cataloging records in OCLC 

Publicity & Outreach activities

Assessment & UW-UBC final report

List of authority records created

Pre-Project Phase: 
Dec. 2013 to May 2014
Planning & preparation

Project Timeline



Project Collections

• Like UBC, UW has one of the best of East Asia libraries in 
North America
•UW project collections largely came from the purchases of 

1980s including the warehouse of Universal Books in Hong 
Kong, other private collections, and gifts. 
• strong in materials from Guangdong Province of China, 

unique, some rare, and very diverse:
• String-bound rare books
• Rubbings
• Scrolls of artwork
•Historical maps
• Special and archival materials: wooden fish books and 

Wu Xianzi papers
•Unique publications of the Chinese Republican Era
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Wu Xianzi Papers

Wu Xianzi Papers
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10

UW Wooden Fish Book 
collection

Chinese Republican Era 
Publications at UW



Major Achievements
• Cataloging:

• Unearthed rare and special primary sources for research 
• Innovative approaches to description and NACO authority work
• Identify and recommend changing needs to the existing Cataloging 

Guidelines for Chinese Rare Books (CGCRB)
• Inspired & triggered other projects: 

• Preservation and conservation projects: $12,500 grant to make 1000  
preservation boxes

• Organized and inventoried collections hidden for decades
• Raised awareness of the preservation needs of the hidden treasures

• Attracted scholarly interest and inspired new research, e.g. Wooden Fish 
books; I-school Ph.D. student’s participatory cataloging observations 
with Charlene and Professor Yao

• Enhanced visibility of UW Chinese collections and UW Libraries: 
Presentations, conferences, workshops, displays 

• Attracted interest for future partnership in digitizing and publishing 
hidden collections, e.g. Sun Yat-Sen University 

• Strengthened and deepened collaboration among UW colleagues and 
internationally
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Publicity and Presentations

•Presentations nationally and internationally:
• CLIR symposium March 2015;
• Beijing U conference “Forum on Future of Academic 

Libraries” in April 2015 
• PRRLA in Oct. 2015
• CLIR site visit on Oct. 30, 2015
• Visit from Gary Lock & Mimi Gates, Dec. 16, 2015
• CEAL conference in March2016

•PI & co-PI Zhijia and Jing Liu have received a CLIR 
micro-grant for a book about the CLIR project
• Prof. Yao gave two public lectures at UW, attended 

2015 ALA, and Stanford Forum on East Asian 
Collections beyond Books
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Cataloging Outcome

• CLIR Project searched, sorted, and reorganized over 8000 
titles of older materials Published from the early 16th to 20th

centuries.

• created original cataloging records for over 1200 titles and 
5200 pieces of very diverse types of materials:
• Created 926 original cataloging of rare and ancient books, 72 rubbings, 154 

Woodblock  Paintings of Chinese Calligraphy & Painting, discovered 8 original 
painting, 6 historical maps (2 Korean, 1 Taiwan), many manuscripts and 
correspondences

• Wooden-fish books: 378 volumes and more than 200 titles

• Cataloged and developed finding aid for 13 boxes of archival materials– Wu 
Xianzi papers
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Collaboration and Team Building: 
Trademark of Our Project

•Collaboration locally and internationally
•Brought Professor Yao on board and shared 
with UBC
•Project Planning & Management
•Communication across national boundaries-
monthly Skype meetings with UBC Team
•Sharing staff expertise, taking the lead in staff 
training and consultation
•Working with Preservations 
• Resource Sharing through partnership in China
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UW-UBC CLIR Team meeting during the day trip of UBC 
Team to UW On Feb 4, 2015
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Joined CALIS Rare Book System
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Staff training for CLIR project 



Connect to Community 
and promote UW EAL 
Resources
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Visit of Gary Locke 
and Mimi Gates to 

UW EAL



Prof. Yung Working with UW CLIR 
Team on Wooden Fish Books
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Student Team: 
Best Learning Opportunities
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Lecture on Chinese Rare Books
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What we’ve learned

•Collaboration optimizes resources and creates new 
opportunities

•Bridging cultural and knowledge gaps -- international 
collaboration; cataloging Chinese culture materials 
using western rules

•Communication is key to success of collaboration

•Work with different policies and regulations, visa 
issues, foreign currency exchange rate –
understanding, flexible, with an open mind 
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What’s done & left of Chinese Ancient Books

Prof. Yao completed:

• Cataloged 1832 titles;  
over10000 volumes

• 929 titles and 4860 volumes are 
original cataloging

• 130 titles of ancient books left 
to be cataloged

• Complete UW inventory of 
Chinese ancient books
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Pre-cataloging preparation work
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Open package from the 1980s
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Package  wrappings to be recycled
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After Cataloging, waiting for processing
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Part II: CLIR Chinese Cataloging Project:
Technical report at UW-EAL

Agenda

• Goals  

• Cataloging workflow & division of labor

• Challenges

• Outcome

• Impact
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Goals
• Main goals: Effectiveness & flexibility

– Our workflow is evolving, esp. updated for different 
phases or in terms of effectiveness

– Phase 1: Effective searching & sorting

– Phase 2: Original cataloging for Chinese 
ancient/rare books and non-book materials
• Main goal: Prof Yao’s knowledge fully used in this project

– Connexion interface customized for Prof Yao’s needs

• RLG Rarebook Guidelines (cgcrb) with exceptions which 
are different from AACR2 and not updated for RDA yet

– Effective communication
• Our website is to keep everyone on the same page 

regarding our workflow developments and updates  
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CLIR Project: Technical Service Website at UW 
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Status Reports from the UW Technical Manager 
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The Division of Labor
• Professor Yao:

– Rare book authentication
– Cataloging books with thread-stitched binding, rubbings, etc. in 

both Connexion & CALIS Rarebook Union Catalog; creating 
authority records together with Charlene

• Charlene:
– Training, streamlining workflow, customizing Connexion, 

reviewing/producing bibliographic & authority records, 
creating cataloging templates for different types of resources

• Emily:
– Pre-cataloging & post-cataloging workflow coordination: 

searching/sorting, scanning/uploading images & adding 856 
links, preservation, shelving, etc.

– Cataloging: copy cataloging, enhancing and original cataloging 
for books in Republican period; train students to do Mu yu shu
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Professor Yao’s Connexion: toolbar setup for pinyin macro, NACO macro, text strings, etc. 
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CALIS Interface/template: customized for rare book-specific information 
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Online save file to review in OCLC Connexion
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CALIS Rare-book Union Catalog
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Challenges

Diverse types of resources and 
various cataloging guidelines and 

standards 
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Diverse types of resources ranging 
over a long timeframe

• Chinese ancient/rare books

• Chinese books in Republic period

• Chinese rubbings (including a Korean rubbing)

• Mu yu shu (“Wooden fish books”) & related 
materials

• Wu Xianzi archival materials

• Historical maps, scrolls of artworks, etc.
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Types of resources vs. cataloging guidelines & standards

• Chinese Rare books (before 1796 or manuscripts):
– Will follow the CGCRB guideline strictly, e.g. recording the 

title and author source

• Thread-bound books (ancient books) between 1796 
and 1949: 
– Will follow the CGCRB guideline generally and may 

propose a few suggestions, e.g. edition statement for 
ancient books in 250 vs. 500, for a possible revision

– If a thread-bound book covers a very new topic, e.g. stocks 
in the 20s, it may be cataloged in RDA.  It would be 
cataloger’s judgment.

• Books in the Republic Period (published after 1912 and 
not string-bound): to be cataloged in RDA

• CGCRB vs. RDA for publications, 1796-1912: 
– Pros and cons
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Mu yu shu (“Wooden fish books”)

• Using RDA

• From one to three templates

• After Dr. Yung’s authentication, our collections 
include four types of resources:

– Authentic Mu yu shu

– Cantonese opera

– Stories

– Miscellaneous resources, e.g. Buddhism, etc.
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40

’Wooden fish books’
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’Wooden fish books’
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’Wooden fish books’
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’Wooden fish books’
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Cantonese opera
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Cantonese opera
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Cantonese opera
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Republican period books
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Republican period books



Others

• Rubbings & scrolls of artwork
– Using RDA for still image (2-dimensional non-

projected graphic materials)
• Korean rubbing to collaborate with the Korean 

Cataloger by using the Korean Librarian Handbook

• Wu Xianzi archival materials
– Inputting data in the spreadsheet for finding aids

– Collection record in OCLC

• Historical maps
– Using RDA
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Project outcome

Hidden treasures are exposed in 
WorldCat and CALIS:

Examples
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UW unique record in OCLC Connexion/WorldCat
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Authority record created together (LC Name Authorities)
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http://lccn.loc.gov/no2015012037


UW unique record in WorldCat (Chinese rubbing)
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Unique manuscript record in WorldCat/Connexion
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UW unique record in both WorldCat and CALIS (China)
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UW cataloged titles in CALIS
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University Archives Records Transfer List: Wu Xianzi archival data
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Project impact
• In addition to the collaboration with UBC and PKU colleagues, 

thanks to UW colleagues:

– Examples presented at the RDA Review Session for UW 
policy and comments

– Testing Chinese scripts in the archival templates

– Preservation advice and support

• Contributions to the CEAL (Council on East Asia Libraries) 
Cataloging Community: 

– Cataloging policies & examples 
• Our examples added to the CEAL CJK examples, esp. special types 

of resources, e.g. rubbings, scrolls, etc.

• Our feedback to revise the CGCRB (Cataloging Guidelines of 
Chinese Rare Books)

• UW research class: 
– Faculty/students fascinated by the rich and diverse types of resources 58



Revising the CGCRB (rare book guideline) into RDA: example with RDA elements
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Suggestions to revise the (CGCRB) cataloging 
guidelines on Chinese rare books

• Include an appendix for using the guidelines 
for different types of resources

– Expand the scope of the guidelines beyond 1795

– Expand the scope of edition types

– Add more title sources

• Make variant title field more specific

• Add & standardize relationship designators

• Our suggestions have been submitted to the 
CEAL CTP Subcommittee on RDA.
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PhD student’s research class: cataloging observation

• Wan-Chen Lee is a second year PhD student at the UW Information 
School. She is taking the Fieldwork Research Methods course with 
professor Matthew Powers this quarter. 

• Wan-Chen is doing participatory observations with Charlene, and 
trying to answer questions like: What is the cataloging practice of 
using U.S. classification standards to catalog Chinese materials? 
How does culture influence the cataloging practice of using U.S. 
classification standards to catalog Chinese materials? 

• “Although still in progress, the observations of cataloging Chinese 
rare book materials have noted fruitful findings. The different 
rationales and focuses of U.S. and Chinese cataloging lead to 
different cataloging practices. The role of culture in cataloging is 
further revealed by the unique and rich Chinese rare materials. The 
diversity of the treasures opens up possibilities for research.”

• Her observation reports were well received in class.  Her professor 
and classmates were impressed by how rich our Chinese 
ancient/rare materials are.

• Her lecture on Culture in Knowledge Organization is at:
https://ischool.adobeconnect.com/p119r97on83/
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